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Abstract: The recent technological developments have revolutionized the
functioning of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)-based industries with the
development of Internet of Things (IoT). Internet of Drones (IoD) is a
division under IoT and is utilized for communication amongst drones. While
drones are naturally mobile, it undergoes frequent topological changes. Such
alterations in the topology cause route election, stability, and scalability
problems in IoD. Encryption is considered as an effective method to transmit
the images in IoD environment. The current study introduces an Atom Search
Optimization based Clustering with Encryption Technique for Secure Internet
of Drones (ASOCE-SIoD) environment. The key objective of the presented
ASOCE-SIoD technique is to group the drones into clusters and encrypt the
images captured by drones. The presented ASOCE-SIoD technique follows
ASO-based Cluster Head (CH) and cluster construction technique. In addition, signcryption technique is also applied to effectually encrypt the images
captured by drones in IoD environment. This process enables the secure
transmission of images to the ground station. In order to validate the efficiency
of the proposed ASOCE-SIoD technique, several experimental analyses were
conducted and the outcomes were inspected under different aspects. The
comprehensive comparative analysis results established the superiority of the
proposed ASOCE-SIoD model over recent approaches.
Keywords: Internet of drones; atom search algorithm; clustering; encryption;
signcryption
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1 Introduction

Internet of Drones (IoD) is defined as a platform that is created to provide users with accessibility
and control upon drones through internet [1]. In general, drones can be quickly turned into easilyaccessible devices. Every single user can perform distinct operations using multiple drones under
controlled airspace. Even though technology helps in mass production of onboard elements of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) such as energy storage batteries, sensors, and processors, the
execution boundaries of such components hinder and diminish the application of UAVs [2,3]. IoD
is a concept of coupling the drones and vehicles together using cloud mobility operations in order to
achieve distant drone control and access and smooth adaption of offloading with distant cloud storage
abilities [4]. UAVs with fixed wings have a primary advantage over UAVs with rotating wings i.e., less
maintenance, low-cost repair and simple structure. These characteristics allow the customer to have
more operating duration at minimum cost [5].
In general, drones have insufficient battery sources and their computational energy is confined
to a certain level. These drawbacks affect the entire transmission efficacy in IoD. Routing process is
mandatory for effective transmission and communication of data amongst drones [6]. It is challenging
to ensure effective transmission of data amongst drones due to quickly varying topology and the
portability of drones from IoD. In this scenario, clustering, the hierarchal routing process is the only
solution to overcome such issues. In a cluster, there exists both Cluster Members (CMs) and a Cluster
Head (CH) which altogether form a network with sub groups [7]. The selection of CH assumes a
significant role in clustering and every CM is eligible to be an applicant in the selection of CH. The
increasing familiarity of the drones has in turn inclined the occurrence of cyber-attacks toward UAV
systems in the past few decades. A cyber attacker tend to focus on radio associations of UAV system so
as to delay the ability of systems in terms of interacting with user devices [8]. This inculcates the data
required by the user’s mobile devices which controls Global Positioning System (GPS) signals [9]. In
general, image processing techniques are also linked with network atmospheres. Images are sensitive
and intuitive in nature due to which the absence of appropriate protective measures may result in
leakage of data like confidential information, security breach and loss of private information too [10].
So, there is a need exists to prevent the increasing number of cyber-attacks that severely attack the
privacy and security of the data, especially image information. In this background, image information
can be saved through encryption processes.
Bera et al. [11] presented a Blockchain (BC)-based access control method for IoD environment
which permits secure communication amongst the drones and between drones and Ground Station
Server (GSS). The data collected by GSS procedure and individual communications are converted
securely into blocks. Block is added at last from the BC, while the cloud services are associated with
GSS using Ripple Protocol Consensus Algorithm (RPCA) from a peer-to-peer cloud server network.
Wazid et al. [12] presented a novel light-weight user authentication method in which a user from IoD
environment who requires data access from a drone directly is provided such access to the data in
drone. Aftab et al. [13] presented a CH selection method based on connectivity with Base Station (BS)
with Fitness Function (FF) that contains Residual Energy (RE) and information about the place of
drones. Besides, route election can present an optimum path election based upon RE and the place
of drones for effectual communications. Saif et al. [14–17] concentrated on performance evaluation of
clustering technique by identifying wireless coverage service through increasing energy efficacy. The
performance was evaluated through realistic model from ground to air channel Line-of-Sight (LoS).
The outcomes depict that the CH efficiently connects the UAV and CMs at less energy expenditure.
Bera et al. [18] presented and analyzed a novel BC-based secure structure for data management
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amongst IoD transmission entities. The presented method is capable of resisting numerous potential
attacks that are important from Internet of Things (IoT)-allowed IoD environments.
The current study introduces Atom Search Optimization based Clustering with Encryption
Technique for Secure Internet of Drones (ASOCE-SIoD) environment. The presented ASOCE-SIoD
technique follows ASO-based Cluster Head (CH) and cluster construction technique. The presented
model derives a FF involving multiple parameters especially trust parameters for secure process. In
addition, signcryption technique is also applied to effectually encrypt the images captured by drones
in IoD environment which enables secure transmission of images to the ground station. In order
to validate the increased efficiency of the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model, numerous experimental
analyses were conducted and the outcomes were examined under different aspects.
2 Design of ASOCE-SIoD Model

In this study, a novel ASOCE-SIoD approach has been developed to group the drones into clusters
and encrypt the images captured by drones. The presented ASOCE-SIoD technique follows ASObased CH and cluster construction technique. The presented model derives a FF involving multiple
parameters especially trust parameters for secure process. In addition, signcryption technique is also
applied to effectually encrypt the images captured by drones in IoD environment. Fig. 1 illustrates the
overall processes involved in ASOCE-SioD method.
2.1 Overview of ASO Algorithm

ASO is one of the recently-developed, physics-inspired, population-based heuristic approach that
stimulates the atomic motion under control of constraint and interaction forces to project a better
searching method for global optimization problems [19]. The overall interaction forces to act upon
i-th atom in d dimensional vector, i.e., the amount of repulsions and the attraction applied in vigorous
modification of neighbor atom on i-th atom is as follows.

randj Fijd (t)
(1)
Fid (t) =
j∈Kbest

In Eq. (1), the random numbers with 0 and 1 are denoted via randj and Kbest which indicate a set
of atom populations that comprises of initial K atoms and an optimal FF. Thus, the values of K need
to be reduced in a linear fashion at iteration, using the following equation,

t
(2)
K (t) = N − (N − 2) ×
T
In Eq. (2), the overall number of atoms in the atomic system is denoted via N, t indicates the
existing iteration and T denotes the maximal amount of iterations. Fijd in (1) indicates the interaction
force that j-th optimal atom exerted on i-th atom in d dimensional vector.
→
 
−13 
−7  r ij
d
− hij (t)
(3)
Fij = −η (t) 2 hij (t)
rij
In Eq. (3), η (t) indicates the depth function for adjusting attractive or repulsion areas whereas
hij (t) = rij /σ (t) indicates the ratio of distance between two atoms to the scaling length that is named
→
→
→
as scaling distance between two atoms. r = x − x denotes the location variance vector in which


→
→
x = xj1 , xj2 , xj3 indicates the location vector of j-th atom and x = (xi1 , xi2 , xi3 ) signifies the location
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vector of i-th atom. Therefore, rij implies the Euclidian distance between i-th and j-th atoms

Figure 1: Overall processes of the proposed method

 i  = (xj1 − xi1 )2 + (xj2 − xi2 )2 + (xj3 − xi3 )2
xj − x
rij = 

(4)
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In (3), the depth function is described as follows.
t−1
η (t) = α 1 −
T

3
20t

e− T

(5)

Here α indicates the depth weight and is equivalent to 50. The scaling distance between two atoms
is shown below.
⎧
rij (t)
⎪
< hmin
⎪hmin
σ (t)
⎪
⎪
⎨ rij (t)
rij (t)
(6)
hij (t) = σ (t) hmin ≤ σ (t) ≤ hmax
⎪
⎪
r
(t)
⎪
ij
⎪
⎩hmax
> hmax
σ (t)
Here hmin and hmax indicate the lower and upper limits of the scaling distance (h), correspondingly
which are determined as follows.

hmin = g0 + g (t)
(7)
hmax = u
In Eq. (7), g0 indicates the lowermost bound fixed at 1.1 and u signifies the uppermost bound fixed
at 1.24, and g (t) denotes the drift factor to ensure a proficient drift in the process from exploration to
exploitation as given below.
g (t) = 0.1 × sin

t
π
×
2
T

In Eq. (6), the scaling length σ (t) symbolizes the collision diameter.

x
j∈Kbest ij (t)
σ (t) = xij (t) ,
2
K (t)

(8)

(9)

When all the atoms in ASO have a covalent bond with optimal atoms, the resultant geometric
restriction force i.e., weighted location variance between the optimal atoms is shown below.


(10)
Gid (t) = λ (t) xdbest (t) − xdi (t)
Here xdbest (t) denotes the location of optimal atom in d-th dimensional vector and λ (t) indicates
the Lagrangian multiplier that is determined as given herewith.
20t

λ (t) = βe− T

(11)

Fig. 2 depicts the flowchart of ASO technique. Now, β indicates the multiplier weight and is
equivalent to 0.2 [20]. Both constraint and interaction forces are yielded from bond-length and
L-J potential correspondingly. The acceleration of i-th atom in d dimensional vector in t iteration
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is estimated as given herewith.
adi (t) =

Fid (t) Gid (t)
+
mdi (t) mdi (t)



  d
3
 randj [2(hij (t))−13 − hij (t))−7
xj (t) − xdi (t)
t−1
− 20t
e T ×
· →
= −α 1 −
→
T
mi (t)
xi (t) , xj (t) ||2
j∈Kbest
 d

xbest (t) − xdi (t)
− 20t
+ βe T
mi (t)

(12)

Here mdi (t) signifies the mass of i-th atom in d dimensional vector during t iteration, and is
estimated using the FF.

Figure 2: Flowchart of ASO technique
Fit (t)−Fitbest (t)
− Fit i
worst (t)−Fitbest (t)

Mi (t) = e

(13)

Mi (t)
mi (t) = N
Mj (t)
j=1

(14)

Now Fiti (t) indicates the FF of i-th atom in t iteration, Fitbest (t) and Fitworst (t) denote the fitness
values of optimal and the worst atoms during t iteration, correspondingly
Fitbest (t) = min Fiti (t)

(15)

Fitworst (t) = max Fiti (t)

(16)

i {1,2,...N}

i {1,2,...N}
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At last, the position and velocity of i-th atom are updated during (t + 1) iteration and is described
as follows.
vdi (t + 1) = randid · vdi (t) + adi (t)

(17)

xdi (t + 1) = xdi (t) + vdi (t + 1)

(18)

2.2 Processes Involved in ASO-Based Clustering Technique

The presented ASO model derives a FF that involves multiple parameters especially trust
parameters for secure process. The RE of UAV (x), when transferring k bits to the terminus UAV
(y), on distance d, is determined as follows.


(19)
RE = E − ET (k, d) + ER(k)
In Eq. (19), E indicates the present energy of UAV and ET denotes the energy expended for sensing
the information.
ET (k, d) = kEe + KEa d 2

(20)

In Eq. (20), Ee represents the energy of electrons and Ea denotes the amplified energy, ER(k)
signifies the energy dissipated to obtain information as given below.
ER(k) = kEe

(21)

Three variables are used to select the CH and calculate the average distance (AvgD) for neighboring UAVs. Here, AvgD symbolizes the average distance value to the UAV and its individual
neighbouring UAV as given below.


NBi
dist i, nbj
j=1
,
(22)
AvgNBDisti =
NBi


In Eq. (22), dist i, nbj denotes the distance from UAV to the neighbouring jth UAV.
Here, energy trust is measured if the node has sufficient RE for completing novel transmissions
and data processing tasks. The present research case made use of direct trust between the nodes, A as
well as B of all the clusters, and their mathematical model is signified as follows.
indir
represent the direct as well as indirect trust values of one node to
At this point, Trdir
ij and TRij
another node correspondingly.

2.3 Signcryption Process

In this work, signcryption technique is applied to effectually encrypt the images captured by
drones in IoD environment which enables secure transmission of the images to ground station [21].
Here, public key encryption system is used as a security approach in which digital signature is used
and it optimizes integrity, authenticity, confidentiality, availability, and nonrepudiation. Encryption
can be done instead of modest encryption. Further, single session keys are also reprocessed for
some encryption to obtain remarkable outcome than signcryption system. Essentially, signcryption methodology has the following processes namely, designcryption stage, key generation, and
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signcryption process. Meanwhile, encryption offers security and signature provides authenticity. In
parallel, signcryption implements both encryption and signature functions from the logical stage
itself. However, the overhead values of communication and calculation are less than the series of
signatures. In signcryption process, there exists different stages such as key generation, initialization
of parameters, designcryption, and signcryption. Initially, signature-based security analysis allows the
variables namely huge prime values for sender and receiver keys, key generation, and hash values.
In this method, the keys are produced with the help of cryptographic technique; the function of
the elliptical curve-based shape is to generate the prime numbers and influence the numbers created.
The initializing parameters are Sr1 , Su1 , Rr2 , and Ru1 . In order to maximize the secure communication,
the key is utilized.
i) Encryption technique transfers the dataset to receiver after analyzing the security; both hash
and one-keyed hash values are taken into account based on the encrypted data as well as motion
vector. This transformation of plain dataset into ciphered dataset can be defined in subsequent
phases. At first, the sender transmits the data with a suitable value, A from [ 1, . . . , PF—1].
ii) The hash values of the sender are evaluated using Ru2 receiver and A denotes the output O− Ho
of hash values i.e., 128bits. The mathematical expression of the equation is given below.


O− Ho = HASH RuA2 ∗ mod PN .
(23)
iii) The output values of 128bits are partitioned into 64 pieces with each piece containing two bits
such as O− Ho 1 and O− Ho 2.
iv) The sender encrypts the data for E encryption as well as O− Ho 1. It is defined as follows.
Ci = EO− Ho 1 (info) .

(24)

v) Next, the O− Ho 2 values are efficiently employed from one-way keyed hash function K− Ho to
hash the data that results in 128bits hash which is characterized as follows.
F = K− Ho 2 (info) .

(25)

vi) At last, the signcryption of the data is estimated. Then, the cipher dataset is characterized as
follows.
S = A/(F+AO− H

O

1)

mod PF

(26)

vii) From the estimation, three different values, F, and Ci are transferred to the receiver and sender.
3 Experimental Validation

The current section validates the clustering and encryption performance of the proposed ASOCESIoD model under diverse number of drones and grid sizes. A comparison study was conducted
with existing models such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO), and
blockchain with clustering in IoD (BICIoD).
Tab. 1 provides a detailed overview on Cluster Building Time (CBT) analysis results achieved by
ASOCE-SIoD model and other existing models on grids sized such as (1000 × 1000 m) and (2000 ×
2000 m). Fig. 3 exhibits the results of comparative CBT analysis accomplished by ASOCE-SIoD model
and other existing models under the grid sized at 1000 × 1000 m and distinct number of drones. The
figure indicates that the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model required less CBT over existing techniques. For
instance, with 15 drones, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model required the least CBT of 1.73 s, whereas
ACO, GWO, and BICIoD techniques demanded high CBT such as 6.04, 4.75, and 2.81 s respectively.
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Along with that, with 35 drones, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD approach required a minimal CBT of
3.24 s, whereas ACO, GWO, and BICIoD methods obtained the maximal CBT of 23.52, 14.03, and
4.75 s correspondingly.
Table 1: CBT analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD technique under distinct grid sizes and count of drones
Cluster building time (sec)
No. of drones

ACO

GWO

BICIoD

ASOCE-SIoD

4.75
6.26
8.09
9.93
14.03

2.81
3.35
4.64
4.64
4.75

1.73
1.84
2.81
2.48
3.24

6.62
8.51
10.55
13.31
13.54

4.57
5.28
6.93
7.40
8.58

2.05
3.39
4.10
3.94
5.20

Grid size (1000 × 1000 m )
2

15
20
25
30
35

6.04
9.06
11.87
19.64
23.52

Grid size (2000 × 2000 m2 )
15
20
25
30
35

8.19
10.87
15.59
23.23
27.56

Figure 3: CBT analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD technique under grid size, 1000 × 1000 m
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Fig. 4 demonstrates the comparative CBT examination results achieved by the proposed ASOCESIoD methodology and other techniques under grid size 2000 × 2000 m and distinct number of drones.
The figure expose that the proposed ASOCE-SIoD system required less CBT over existing approaches.
For sample, with 15 drones, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD algorithm required the least CBT of 2.05 s,
whereas ACO, GWO, and BICIoD systems demanded the maximum CBT such as 8.19, 6.62, and 4.57 s
correspondingly. Likewise, with 35 drones, ASOCE-SIoD system required the least CBT of 5.20 s,
whereas ACO, GWO, and BICIoD techniques demanded high CBT such as 27.56, 13.54, and 8.58 s
correspondingly. Tab. 2 provides a detailed overview on Energy Consumption (ECM) analysis results
accomplished by the proposed ASOCE-SIoD methodology and other approaches on grids sized at
(1000 × 1000 m) and (2000 × 2000 m).

Figure 4: CBT analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD technique under grid size, 2000 × 2000 m

Table 2: ECM analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD technique with distinct grid sizes and count of drones
Energy consumption (J)
No. of drones

ACO

GWO

BICIoD

ASOCE-SIoD

1.94
2.79
3.96
4.64
5.13

1.24
1.64
2.08
2.61
3.20

0.56
1.09
1.48
1.81
2.25

Grid size (1000 × 1000 m2 )
15
20
25
30
35

1.73
2.52
3.25
3.78
4.40

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Energy consumption (J)
No. of drones

ACO

GWO

BICIoD

ASOCE-SIoD

2.52
3.33
4.15
4.64
5.26

1.52
2.32
2.61
3.33
4.13

0.92
1.79
2.25
2.71
2.98

Grid size (2000 × 2000 m2 )
15
20
25
30
35

2.19
2.98
3.80
4.31
4.71

Fig. 5 showcases the comparative Energy Consumption (ECM) analysis results accomplished by
the proposed ASOCE-SIoD methodology and other existing approaches under grid size of 1000 ×
1000 m and distinct number of drones. The figure shows the superior performance of ASOCE-SIoD
system with low ECM over existing approaches. For sample, with 15 drones, the proposed ASOCESIoD methodology obtained the ECM of 0.56 J, whereas ACO, GWO, and BICIoD techniques
obtained high ECM values such as 1.73, 1.94, and 1.24 J respectively. Eventually, with 35 drones,
the proposed ASOCE-SIoD technique obtained the least ECM of 2.25 J, whereas ACO, GWO, and
BICIoD algorithms obtained high ECM values such as 4.40, 5.13, and 3.20 J correspondingly.

Figure 5: ECM analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD algorithm under grid size, 100 × 1000 m
Fig. 6 portrays the comparative ECM inspection results achieved by the proposed ASOCESIoD model and other existing methods under grid size of 2000 × 2000 m and distinct number of
drones. The figure expose that the proposed ASOCE-SIoD system achieved a low ECM over existing
techniques. For instance, with 15 drones, ASOCE-SIoD model offered the least ECM of 0.92 J, whereas
ACO, GWO, and BICIoD techniques obtained high ECM values such as 2.19, 2.52, and 1.52 J
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correspondingly. In addition, with 35 drones, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD approach achieved the least
ECM of 2.98 J, whereas ACO, GWO, and BICIoD systems gained enhanced ECM values such as 4.71,
5.26, and 4.13 J correspondingly.

Figure 6: ECM analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD algorithm under grid size 2000 × 2000 m
A detailed Cluster Lifetime (CLT) analysis was conducted between ASOCE-SIoD model and
other existing approaches and the results are shown in Tab. 3 under distinct sizes of grids and drones.

Table 3: CLT analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD algorithm under distinct grid sizes and count of drones
Cluster life time (sec)
No. of drones

ACO

GWO

BICIoD

ASOCE-SIoD

36.29
33.54
30.27
24.43
22.88

48.49
44.54
41.27
39.38
35.43

52.62
50.38
48.15
43.68
40.93

Grid size (1000 × 1000 m2 )
15
20
25
30
35

42.48
37.49
34.74
32.33
30.62

(Continued)
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Table 3: Continued
Cluster life time (sec)
No. of drones

ACO

GWO

BICIoD

ASOCE-SIoD

41.90
37.96
35.74
29.07
27.02

52.84
48.74
43.95
41.55
37.79

55.58
54.04
50.62
47.03
44.12

Grid size (2000 × 2000 m2 )
15
20
25
30
35

47.37
41.73
37.62
33.86
32.15

Fig. 7 exhibits the comparative CLT results accomplished by the proposed ASOCE-SIoD system
and other existing models on grid size of 1000 × 1000 m. The figure implies that the proposed ASOCESIoD approach demonstrated effectual outcomes with increased CLT values under all the cases. For
instance, with 15 drones, ASOCE-SIoD model attained a high CLT of 52.62 s, whereas ACO, GWO,
and BICIoD techniques reached the least CLT values such as 42.48, 36.29, and 48.49 s respectively.
Also, with 35 drones, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD system obtained a superior CLT of 40.93 s, whereas
ACO, GWO, and BICIoD techniques attained minimal CLT values such as 30.62, 22.88, and 35.43 s
correspondingly.

Figure 7: CLT analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD technique under grid size of 1000 × 1000 m
Fig. 8 shows the comparative CLT results attained by the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model with
other existing approaches on grid size of 2000 × 2000 m. The figure infers that the proposed ASOCESIoD system depicted effectual outcomes with high CLT values under all the cases. For instance,
with 15 drones, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model obtained the maximum CLT of 55.58 s, whereas
ACO, GWO, and BICIoD techniques reached low CLT values such as 47.37, 41.90, and 52.84 s
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correspondingly. Furthermore, with 35 drones, ASOCE-SIoD algorithm attained a high CLT of
44.12 s, whereas ACO, GWO, and BICIoD systems reached low CLT values such as 32.15, 27.02, and
37.79 s correspondingly.

Figure 8: CLT analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD technique under grid size of 2000 × 2000 m
Tab. 4 reports the overall analysis results achieved by the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model under
different measures such as Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), and
Correlation Coefficient (CC). The results indicate that the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model offered low
MSE values and high PSNR values and CC on all the images. For instance, with image 1, the proposed
ASOCE-SIoD model provided an MSE of 0.071, PSNR of 59.618 dB, and a CC of 99.52. Also, with
image 3, ASOCE-SIoD method yielded an MSE of 0.085, PSNR of 58.837 dB, and a CC of 99.49. At
the same time, with image 5, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD algorithm offered an MSE of 0.126, PSNR
of 57.127 dB, and a CC of 99.77.
Table 4: Results of the analysis of ASOCE-SIoD technique under different measures and images
Test images

MSE

PSNR

CC

Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5

0.071
0.102
0.085
0.141
0.126

59.618
58.045
58.837
56.639
57.127

99.52
99.71
99.49
99.72
99.77

Tab. 5 provides the comparative MSE and PSNR analysis results yielded by the proposed ASOCESIoD model. Fig. 9 briefly illustrates the MSE inspection results attained by ASOCE-SIoD model
with other models. The results imply that ASOCE-SIoD model achieved less MSE values for all the
images. For image 1, ASOCE-SIoD approach resulted in less MSE of 0.071, whereas Share Creation
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(SC) scheme with Social Spider Optimization (SSO)-based Optimal Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) called SC-SSOECC, HMOA-ECC, and Particle Swarm Optimization-based ECC (PSO-ECC)
approaches gained high MSE values such as 0.094, 0.175, and 0.287 correspondingly. Besides, for
image5, ASOCE-SIoD model provided the least MSE of 0.126, whereas SC-SSOECC, HMOA-ECC,
and PSO-ECC approaches achieved high MSE values such as 0.177, 0.184, and 0.232 correspondingly.
Table 5: Comparative analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD technique and other existing algorithms with
respect to MSE and PSNR
Test
images

Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5

ASOCE-SIoD

SC-SSOECC

HMOA-ECC

PSO-ECC

MSE

PSNR

MSE

PSNR

MSE

PSNR

MSE

PSNR

0.071
0.102
0.085
0.141
0.126

59.618
58.045
58.837
56.639
57.127

0.094
0.131
0.095
0.198
0.177

58.400
56.958
58.354
55.164
55.651

0.175
0.170
0.198
0.204
0.184

55.700
55.826
55.164
55.035
55.483

0.287
0.225
0.235
0.261
0.232

53.552
54.609
54.420
53.964
54.476

Figure 9: MSE analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD algorithm with recent methodologies
A detailed PSNR analysis was conducted between the proposed ASOCE-SIoD technique and
other existing algorithms on distinct images and the results are shown in Fig. 10. The outcomes expose
that the proposed ASOCE-SIoD system demonstrated high PSNR values. For image1, ASOCESIoD approach gained the maximum PSNR value of 59.618 dB, while SC-SSOECC, HMOA-ECC,
and PSO-ECC algorithms reached minimal PSNR values such as 58.400, 55.700, and 53.552 dB
respectively. Along with that, for image5, the proposed ASOCE-SIoD approach obtained the maximum PSNR of 57.127 dB, whereas SC-SSOECC, HMOA-ECC, and PSO-ECC algorithms gained
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the least PSNR values such as 55.651, 55.483, and 54.476 dB correspondingly. Based on the results
and discussion made above, it is evident that the proposed ASOCE-SIoD model is superior to ther
techniques.

Figure 10: PSNR analysis results of ASOCE-SIoD algorithm with existing algorithms

4 Conclusion

In this study, a novel ASOCE-SIoD approach has been developed to group the drones into clusters
and encrypt the images captured by drones. The presented ASOCE-SIoD technique follows ASObased CH and cluster construction technique. The presented model derives an FF involving multiple
parameters especially trust parameters for secure process. In addition, signcryption technique is also
applied to effectually encrypt the images captured by drones in IoD environment which enables the
secure transmission of images to ground station. In order to validate the better performance of the
proposed ASOCE-SIoD model, different experimental analyses were conducted and the outcomes
were examined under different aspects. A comprehensive comparison study was conducted and
the results highlighted the betterment of ASOCE-SIoD model over recent approaches. In future,
lightweight cryptographic solutions can be derived to increase the security levels in IoD environment.
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